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Atlantic Area Strategic Project begins!

Atlantic Area

BATTERIE is a 14 strong
collaboration bringing together partners from across
the Atlantic Area Regions in
the UK, Ireland, France,
Spain and Portugal. The
project, which has been
awarded strategic status,
receives funding from the
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) under
the Atlantic Area Programme. Led by Action Renewables from Northern

Ireland, BATTERIE will look
at innovative ways to integrate alternative fuels and
smart technology into international air, road, rail and
sea transport networks.
With rising utility prices and
energy security issues topping national and regional
agendas, BATTERIE will focus on providing answers to
the most pressing issues affecting member states. This
will include hot topics such
as the future impact of rising fuel costs and fuel shortages, and identifying how
smart technologies and alternative fuel use can rise to
meet future challenges.
The project will run for three
years, and has a truly international and ‘triple helix’ (partners from the academic, public and private

First Partner Meeting in Belfast
In March of this year the
partnership held it’s ‘kickoff’ meeting in Belfast,
Northern Ireland. At the
time, Belfast was celebrating 100 years since the
launch of the famous Titanic
liner. It was appropriate
that 100 years after the
luxurious liner was built and
launched in Belfast, that the

partnership was also celebrating the launch of a project about transportation,
interoperability and intermodality. Ironically, despite
all our advances, all of the
problems around these issues still exist 100 years
later. The good news is that
the BATTERIE project is all
about resolving them!

sectors) composition.
This is our first partner
newsletter and from now on
we will be publishing one
every 6 months. In this issue
we focus on the partners in
each region, and the work
being carried out on BATTERIE.

BATTERIE is about:


TRANSPORT



ALTERNATIVE FUELS



INTERMODALITY



INTEROPERABILITY
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Wrightbus
(www.wrightbus.com)

“UNST, IN THE
SHETLAND
ISLANDS IS THE
NORTHERNMOST
EXTREME POINT
IN THE UK. IF
EVER A
TRANSPORT
PROJECT WAS
RELEVANT, IT IS
RELEVANT HERE!”

The partnership in Northern
Ireland consists of Action
Renewables and South West
College. While Action Renewables are the Lead Partner in BATTERIE, SWC are
responsible for Work Package 6. There are two main
elements to this work package; First, establish a journey through all of the regions, to test smart technologies and alternative fuels
and more importantly to test
how these provide an easy
transition between modes of
transport.

The second piece of work in
this work package is to deliver a web based journey
planning tool which will help
to facilitate intermodal journeys across Atlantic Area
maximizing the use of smart
technology and alternative
fuels.

There are two Associate
members in BATTERIE: Electricity Supply Board (ESB)
who manage ECars in Ireland and Oxford Brookes
University.

From the Netherlands but
also based in England, the
European Automotive Strategy Network (EASN) are
work package leaders for
work package 7; Communications.

BATTERIE in Scotland
Our Partner organisation
from Scotland is PURE Energy. Based in Unst, in the
Shetland Islands, they are at
the northernmost extreme
point in the UK and in Atlantic Area. If ever a transport
project was relevant, it is
relevant in Unst!

ral gas, H2, O2, N2 and
training. For hydrogen the
company uses a unique facility that generates hydrogen from tap water and
renewable resources. The
team also produced Britain’s
first licensed hydrogen fuel
cell car.

The PURE Energy team specialize in hydrogen technologies, renewable energy
solutions, compressed natu-

PURE hosted the partnership’s third partner meeting
in Lerwick in September
2012. This was a real test

for the partnership, on intermodality and interoperability—the main lesson being:
‘Plan ahead!’

BATTERIE in France

Autolib (www.autolib.eu)

ESIGELEC is responsible for
work package 4 in BATTERIE; ESIGELEC have to
establish the state of art on
intermodality and to study
the impact of smart technologies including smart fuel.
The activities carried out
are: A state of art on intermodal transport networks
including the analysis of the
existing projects in France
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(Optimod Lyon, Port Vert,
LGV Tours-AngoulemeBordeaux) and a state of
art of existing solutions of
intermodality in France
(Rouen, Marne La Vallée).
ESIGELEC have produced a
questionnaire to the partnership, which takes into account the strategy of the
public transport authorities.
The next steps in the study

are: To analyze the feedback of all partners and to
establish a synthesis by a
document with recommendations “Best Practice” on intermodality; To complete the
study done on ENEVATE
concerning the impact of
using Full Electrical Vehicle:
Using other alternative Fuels:
Using Smart Technologies.
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BATTERIE in Spain
The partnership has four
partners in Spain: Fundacion
Asturiana de la Energia
(FAEN); Centro Nacionalde
Energias Renovables
(CENER); Centro Vasco de
Innovacion, Emprendizaje y
Desarrollo de Neuvos Negocios (Denokinn); Centro Europeo de Empresas e Innovacion de Navarra SL
(CEIN).
FAEN are work package
leaders for work package
3; Smart technologies and
alternative fuels.

In this work package they
will examine how effectively
all intermodal networks operate , and then examine
what smart technologies are
available which could have
an impact. This will include
for all modes of transport
identifying the alternative
fuel sources available and
their stages of development.
In each case the status of
existing infrastructure development and the availability
of the fuel will be identified.

For Smart Technologies and
Alternative Fuels they will
map and model availability
and future development,
costs and environmental impact; establish and share
best practice in making the
alternative fuels available
and commercial sustainability. At various stages reports will be produced and
guidance documents for regional, national and transnational administrations.

“WE WILL

BATTERIE in Portugal
In Portugal we have two
partners; Communidate Intermunicipaldo Oeste (Oeste
CIM) and Inteligencia em
Inovacao—Centro de Inovacao (Inteli). Inteli are responsible for Work Package 5;
Policy and Behaviour. Work
Package 5 “Policy and Behaviour” is about proposing
changes to transport (and
energy) policies and strategies as well as changing
public behaviour with the
objective of improving per-

sonal mobility while reducing the environmental impact
of passenger transport and
the dependency on fossil
fuels. Because stakeholder
engagement is essential
throughout the project, on
September 17th 2012 in
Caldas da Rainha - Portugal, the BATTERIE project
and WP5 were presented
during a seminar entitled
"Sustainability in Motion
West" held in the premises

of West Intermunicipal Community (Oeste CIM) in partnership with the Regional
Agency for Environment and
Energy West (Oeste Sustentável). The opening session
was chaired by Their Excellencies, Mr. Vice-President
of the Executive Council of
Oeste CIM, Dr. Paulo Inácio
and Chairman of the Board
of Director of the Agency
Oeste Sustentável, Dr.Telm
Faria.

PRODUCE A
WEB BASED
JOURNEY
PLANNING
TOOL TO
FACILITATE
INTERMODAL
JOURNEYS IN
ATLANTIC AREA”

BATTERIE in Ireland
The South West Regional
Authority in its Regional
Planning Guidelines recognises the important role that
alternative and renewable
energies play in the overall
development of a sustainable strategy for the region.
The BATTERIE project supports this strategy by identifying best practices in sustainable transportation and

inter-modality. Ireland
boasts a number of renewable energy sources and numerous factors make Ireland
ideal for the deployment of
electric vehicles, such as the
relatively small size of the
country, the limited distances
travelled by motorists, and
the ready availability of
electricity generated from
renewable sources. Being a

peripheral, open, island
nation dependant on trade,
improving inter-modality
from, road, to rail, to sea
and air in a sustainable
manner is imperative for
Ireland to retain its competitiveness within Europe and
abroad.
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Partnership meeting in Cork

Organization
BATTERIE - BETTER ACCESSIBLE TRANSPORT TO ENCOURAGE ROBUST INTERMODAL ENTERPRISE

THE PARTNERSHIP
Action Renewables
Block C Unit 1, Boucher
Business Studios, Belfast
Northern Ireland, BT12 6QH
Phone: 0044 2890 727763
Fax: 0044 2890 234464
E-mail:
terry.waugh@actionrenewabl
es.co.uk

BATTERIE has an excellent quality of partnership. First of all, each country or region within the
Atlantic Area is represented – Portugal, Spain, France, Ireland, UK. Furthermore the partnership
is triple helix; that is to say that we have partners in the private, public and academic sectors.
The partners have a wealth of expertise in completing transnational transport, energy, smart
technology and regional development projects.

Partners in the project
Full Partners
Action Renewables Ltd

www.actionrenewables.org

terry.waugh@actionrenewables.co.uk

South West College

www.swc.ac.uk

john.harrison@swc.ac.uk

PURE Energy

www.pureenergycentre.com

elizabeth.pure@btconnect.com

EASN

www.easn.eu

rkroon@fier.net

SWRA

www.swra.ie

jforde@swra.ie

Inteli

www.inteli.pt

amontiero@inteli.pt

OesteCIM

www.oestecim.pt

secretarioexecutivo@am-oeste.pt

Esigelec

www.esigelec.fr/irseem

lucie.soulard@esigelec.fr

CEIN SL

www.cein.es

lneito@cein.es

CENER

www.cener.com

ggarcia@cener..com

Denokinn

www.denokinn.eu

jfinez@denokinn.eu

FAEN

www.faen.es

miren@faen.es

ESB

www.esb.ie

senan.mcgrath@esb.ie

Oxford Brookes University

www.brookes.ac.uk

jimcampbell22@aol.com

Associate Partners

